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Pairs of gold elliptical nanoparticles form antennae, resonant in the visible. A dye, embedded in a
dielectric host, coats the antennae; its emission excites plasmon resonances in the antennae and is
enhanced. Far-field excitation of the dye-nanoantenna system shows a wavelength-dependent
increase in fluorescence that reaches 100 times enhancement. Near-field excitation shows enhanced
fluorescence from a single nanoantenna localized in a subwavelength area of ⬃0.15 m2. The
polarization of enhanced emission is along the main antenna axis. These observed experimental
results are important for increasing light extraction from emitters localized around antennae and for
potential development of a subwavelength sized laser. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2836271兴
Localized surface plasmon resonances 共LSPRs兲 are collective oscillations of electrons in metal nanoparticles driven
by electromagnetic radiation1 共see also a recent review2兲.
This resonance is a function of metal and host dielectric
functions, particle geometry, along with light polarization
and wavelength. LSPRs can generate high, localized electromagnetic fields which entice scientists and engineers for a
variety of achieved and future applications. These include
Raman scattering,3,4 single molecule fluorescence,5,6 enhanced emission from dyes and quantum dots 共QDs兲,7–15
various nonlinear optical processes,16–18 and the basis for a
subwavelength sized nanolaser.19–21
The nanoantenna 共also known as an optical antenna兲 system consisting of single or coupled nanoparticles, either isolated or arrayed, is well studied.5–15,22–29 The system of two
closely spaced nanoparticles is of particular interest as the
LSPR of individual particles couple, resulting in greater electric field enhancement24–26 and a systematic red shift compared to a single particle.22–24,28 Field enhancements afforded
by LSPRs result in enhanced emission of dyes and QDs in
the vicinity of the nanoparticles.5–15 Briefly, the source of the
enhancement is twofold: feedback between the emitter and
the resonant nanoparticles increases the emitter’s radiative
decay rate so the photon emission rate increases and the
nanoantenna system acts as a transducer for light from the
near field to the far field.8–13,15 Studying the interactions of a
nanoantenna with localized, nanosized emitters makes a
strong starting point for the development of LSPR-based
lighting devices with properties such as high spatial localization of a usable light source and efficiency improvements for
light extraction from emitters, including QDs and carbon
nanotubes 共CNTs兲.5–15,27,30 It is postulated that laserlike light
a兲
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can coherently emit from a nanoantenna system coupled to a
localized gain medium. Such a nanolaser is theoretically possible if the gain factor from the emitter can overcome losses
and coherent, near-field feedback is established between the
nanoantenna and the gain medium.19–21
We report on nanoantenna-based LSPRs excited by
emission of a fluorescent dye embedded around both isolated
and arrayed antenna structures and the observation of enhanced fluorescence and localized emission from a subwavelength sized device. The dye is excited at a wavelength away
from the LSPR, but its emission overlaps with and drives the
plasmon resonance. Far-field spectral measurements show
20–100 times enhanced fluorescence for the investigated
wavelength range. Near-field scanning optical microscope
共NSOM兲 illumination characterizes the local nature of the
enhancement. It shows wavelength-integrated enhancements
over 30 and 7 times for arrayed and single antenna structures. Enhanced emission from an isolated device is contained to a subwavelength area of 0.15 m2. Compared to
previous demonstrations of enhanced fluorescence, the presented results combine demonstration of a high enhancement
factor with near-field measurements showing localization of
enhanced emission from a single nanoantenna and the polarization of enhanced light, all from a well defined nanoantenna design.
The nanoantenna system used in this study consists of
two gold nanoparticles. The particles 共elliptical cylinders兲 are
separated by a small gap along their major axes as seen in
Fig. 1 and are similar in design to those reported in Ref. 29.
The pattern is written in a resist 共ZEP520A兲 on a quartz
substrate using electron beam lithography 共JEOL JBX9300FS兲. After writing, 40 nm of gold is deposited with an
electron beam evaporator and a liftoff technique leaves high
quality pairs in a well defined array; see field emission scanning electron microscope 共FESEM兲 images in Figs. 1共c兲 and
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Nanoantenna array: 共a兲 top and side sketch of the
sample. 共b兲 FESEM image of geometry 1; small dimensions. 共c兲 FESEM
image of geometry 2; large dimensions. 共d兲 Simulated volume and wavelength averaged field enhancements over unit cell volume where dye would
be located for a structure similar to geometry 1.

1共d兲. To study the effect of a randomly localized emitter on a
nanoantenna 共and vice versa兲, a fluorescent dye embedded in
a dielectric is coated around the antennae. Rhodamine 800
共Rh800兲 is incorporated into a glass matrix by sol-gel processing. Tetraethoxysilane, ethanol, water, and 0.1 ml hydrochloric acid 共added as a catalyst兲 are mixed at a molar ratio
of 1:4:3 for 3 h. Rh800 in powder form is mixed into the
solution for 8 h at room temperature. The dye-doped solution
is spin coated on the sample and baked at 60 ° C for another
8 h. The dielectric layer is back etched to a thickness of
85 nm using reactive ion etching 共PlasmaLab兲. This reduces
the volume of Rh800 not interacting with the antennae and
allows for NSOM excitation of the nanoantenna-dye system.
The concentration of Rh800 is 4.8 mMol/ L. Figure 1共d兲
shows a volume and wavelength averaged electric field enhancement as a function of gap size for a structure similar to
geometry 1. The enhancement over a unit cell volume with a
thickness of 80 nm shows that field enhancements increase
with decreasing gap size.
Far-field spectroscopy is used to characterize the transmission and reflection spectra of the antenna arrays 共SpectraCode collection system兲. For x-polarized light, the two presented geometries exhibit a strong electrical resonance in the
red portion of the spectrum. It is seen as an increase in reflection from the sample and is illustrated in Fig. 2共a兲. This
resonance originates from the ellipses’ major axis length 共X
direction兲. A smaller coupling distance between adjacent particles strengthens and redshifts the resonance. For the orthogonal polarization, coupled particles exhibit a weaker
resonance at shorter wavelengths 共in the green兲 due to their
minor axis length 共Y direction兲.29
The fluorescence spectrum of Rh800 overlaps with the
LSPR of the two presented antenna geometries; see Fig. 2.
Given this overlap, the Stokes shift of Rh800 emission from
excitation at 633 nm and the LSPR wavelength range, Rh800

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Illumination mode NSOM: 共a兲 near-field integrated
fluorescence for geometry 1 showing localized enhancements of over 30
times for arrayed and seven times for isolated antennae. 共b兲 Same as 共a兲 but
for geometry 2 showing localized enhancement over 25 for arrayed and 4
for isolated antennae. 共c兲 Near-field image of the same area as 共b兲 at the
excitation wavelength plus the fluorescence signal. Insets: zoomed in view
of an isolated antenna with FESEM of antenna shown to scale. Color scale:
1 is the “background” value, away from any antenna. Collected light is not
polarization specific.

is an excellent candidate to characterize the system of a dye
exciting a nanoantenna structure with minimal interaction
from the original 633 nm excitation. To investigate the spectral dependence of emission from the Rh800, nanoantenna
system, far-field radiation excites the dye and backscattered
emission is detected 共with a Renishaw inVia spectrometer兲.
Figure 2共b兲 shows enhanced fluorescence compared with
Rh800 fluorescence away from the nanoantenna arrays. Intensity measurements taken from Rh800 embedded around
the nanoantenna structures 共IEF共兲兲 show significant enhancement compared with the signal away from the nanoantennae 共IF共兲兲. The enhancement 共IEF共兲 / IF共兲兲 ranges from
20 to 100 as a function of wavelength. Spectrally, the LSPR
has a strong effect in enhancing the fluorescence; the two
presented geometries show different enhanced fluorescence
spectra which are inline with their LSPRs.
To obtain a spatially resolved picture of antenna-induced
fluorescence enhancement, an aperture-based NSOM
共Nanonics兲 excites the sample with 633 nm light in illumination mode and backscattered light is collected. The NSOM
uses atomic force feedback to hold an aperture in the nearfield region of the sample while the sample is raster scanned
beneath. The aperture, with an estimated diameter of
200 nm, is drawn from a single mode fiber and delivers linearly polarized light to the sample 共with an estimated 10:1
extinction ratio兲. Collected light passes through a 650 nm
long pass filter 共at least OD= 7.0 at 633 nm兲 to remove the
excitation wavelength and the integrated fluorescence signal
is measured with an avalanche photodiode. For comparison,
data are collected without the color filter to see the effects of
the pump wavelength on the antenna array. All NSOM re-

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Far-field characterization: 共a兲 broadband spectral response for x-polarized light. 共b兲 Antenna enhanced fluorescence of Rh800
compared with Rh800 fluorescence away from the antennae 共633 nm excitation兲. The dip at 680 nm is from a long pass filter in the collection path.
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emitters in addition to the development of a LSPR-based
nanolaser.

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Characterizing the polarization of emitted light for
geometry 2: 共a兲 near-field integrated fluorescence; at the dotted line, the
collected light changes from all emitted light to only x-polarized light 共solid
arrows indicate polarization of collected light兲. 共b兲 Same as 共a兲 but from all
emission to only y-polarized light. Insets: zoomed in view of the isolated
antenna with FESEM of antenna shown to scale. Color scale: 1 is the fluorescence signal, away from any antenna. These measurements are from the
same area presented in Figs. 3共b兲 and 3共c兲.

sults are for excitation light polarized parallel to the major
antenna axis.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of enhanced fluorescence
for geometries 1共a兲 and 2共b兲 along with NSOM measurements at the excitation wavelength for geometry 2共c兲. The
measurements include an isolated particle pair and arrayed
antennae. Figure 3 shows a localized increase in fluorescence
intensity by over 30 times for geometry 1 and 25 times for
geometry 2 compared to the weak fluorescence signal away
from the antenna structures. For the isolated pairs, geometry
1 共40 nm gap兲 shows emission contained to a subwavelength
area of 500⫻ 300 nm2 with an enhancement factor of 7,
while geometry 2 共55 nm gap兲 shows an area of 500
⫻ 500 nm2 with an enhancement factor of 4. The NSOM
image collected with no color filter in the collection path has
a signal over 4000 times stronger 关not shown as Fig. 3共c兲 is
normalized兴 than the enhanced fluorescence signal and
shows the effects of the excitation wavelength on the sample.
Figure 3共c兲 shows scattering features from both arrayed and
isolated antennae. These features do not represent resonant
scattering from a LSPR, as the contrast ratio between Imax
and Imin is very low compared with NSOM imaging on a
nanoantenna sample at a resonant wavelength.29
A linear polarizer placed in the collection path is used to
observe the polarization state of the enhanced fluorescence
and is characterized to be mainly parallel to the major antenna axis. With x-polarized light 关Fig. 4共a兲兴, up to ⬃70% of
the enhanced fluorescence signal reaches the detector from
the array and the isolated pair also shows enhanced fluorescence. For y-polarized light 关Fig. 4共b兲兴, the signal over the
array is reduced, with only ⬃15% of the enhanced fluorescence reaching the detector and the isolated nanoantenna
shows no fluorescence signal above the background.
Emission from an embedded dye is shown to excite a
LSPR in well defined nanoantennae. This results in an increase in fluorescence from 20 to 100 times as a function of
wavelength. Illumination-mode NSOM shows that enhanced
emission can be localized to an area of ⬃0.15 m2 for an
isolated antenna and the polarization of the emitted light is
parallel to the major antenna axis. The presented work
should prove useful for future light-emitting devices requiring high light extraction from dyes, QDs, CNTs, and other
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